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EVENT REPORT 
Children are born in the world of technology and are young, bold, smart digital natives in 
the digital world. The workshop aimed to provide useful information and tips to both 
parents and children, educators, law enforcement, legislatures, lawyers, law students, 
NGO(s) and the government on digital security. It propagated counselling measures for 
both parents and the teachers against cyber bullying, impersonification, child pornography, 
sexual grooming, sexual harassment and other cyber crimes targeting children, laws that 
exist to protect children (mainly Indian laws) and various 
measures- legal, social and technical that can be adopted for 
safeguarding children on the Internet. The workshop entailed 
presentations and practical demonstrations on ethical hacking 
of email accounts and web pins.  
Dr. P. Krishnamoorthy, Additional Director started the 
workshop with an introductory session on our expectations 
from the workshop addressing a group of 45 participants that 
constituted the teachers and the counsellors from reputed 
government and private schools in Delhi NCR.                      
 
Speaker 1: Ms. Nisha Dua, Cyber Security Expert, Consultant, New Delhi. 
Theme: Trends on child specific cyber crimes and social media threats and securities. 
With her 8 years of consultant, happiness coach and training experience Ms. Nisha Dua 
emphasized cyber peace. The youth today performs three basic activities on the internet 
 that includes writing posts, Chatting and posting photos, so the onus of their safety lies on 
the elder to guide them with their experience and wisdom to consciously select the safe, 



smart and informed choices, follow appropriate digital ethics and 
etiquettes, recognize and manage online risks and become model 
digital citizens imbibing universal values.  For example- To make 
them realise their safety online the parents can set an example by 
asking the child to help them set their privacy setting in their social 
media accounts comprehensively explaining the reasons behind 
their actions for their accounts rather than choosing to shout, make 
boundaries and curtail the growing imagination of the young minds 
and for the parents it is no the age and the peer pressure that 
makes their ward ready for the usage of smartphones but their 
individual maturity and mental stability. 
 
Speaker 2: Mr. Prabesh Choudhary, Cyber Security expert, Cyber threat trainer for Delhi 
Police. 
Theme: Counselling to children victims of Cyber-Crimes 
Prabesh Choudhary gave extremely valuable suggestion on 
cyber safety that can be adopted in our day to day lives like 
enabling a 2-factor authentication in our mailing accounts, 
always signing out our accounts even in our smartphones, 
asking the background information of the marketing person, 
using Torbrowser for safest browsing on the internet that 
leaves no cookies behind for anonymous communication to 
avoid malware software like the anydesk that can 
compromise the laptops and the phone, Emkei’s fake mailer 
that can mail from one compromised sender to the victim 
receiver and this can be catered to by the government 
website www.cyberforensics.in where with the help of the mailing header the originator 
and the destination address can be retrieved.  
 
Speaker 3: Mr. Ummed Meet, Cyber Expert and Police & Defense Officers Trainer 
Theme: Cyber Safety of children in the school 
Mr. Ummed Meet shared his practical experience 
dealing with school and university children and the 
stress they face today in the digital exposure where 
the information is never erased. 
He emphasized upon the crimes against the women 
and children  and how they can approach the Delhi 
police for a legal help maintaining their anonymity by 
filling e-FIR(s) at www.cybercrime.gov.in, www.digitalpolice.gov.in . He also shared his 
email at www.unmedcyber.com  for discussing any school episode to parents, teachers and 
the children in case they require individual guidance and legal support. 
  
    

http://www.cyberforensics.in/
http://www.cybercrime.gov.in/
http://www.digitalpolice.gov.in/
http://www.unmedcyber.com/


                     
In order to hone the skill, Ms. Apoorva Gupta, PGT, 
Computer Science of G.D. Goenka Public School, Sarita 
Vihar, attended the workshop held on January 24, 2020. 
The session was interactive, allowing for various concerns 
to be addressed. It left teachers and counselors better 
equipped with number of perspectives on the definition 
and applicability of different digital security. 
                                                  

 
 
 


